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Ferrielectric liquid crystal subphase studied by polarized Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy
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IR dichroism and the structure of a homogeneously aligned cell of a chiral smectic antiferroelectric liquid
crystal ~R!-1-methylheptyl 4-~48-dodecyloxybiphenyl-4-ylcarbonyloxy!-3-fluorobenzoate@with acronym ~R!-
12OF1M7# in a ferrielectric subphase in the temperature range between the antiferroelectric phase~also
referred to as Fi2! and the smectic-C* (SmC* ) phase are studied using polarized Fourier transform IR spec-
troscopy. The polarization dependencies of the absorbance for several characteristic bands are quantitatively
analyzed for different stages of the electrically induced structural transformations in the sample, including the
helix unwinding and the phase transition from the ferriphase to the SmC* phase. A qualitative similarity of the
voltage dependence of the normalized angular shift of the IR absorbance profile for the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl band
to that of the normalized macroscopic polarization is found. The voltage dependent dichroic properties of the
sample are analyzed in terms of the molecular structure and unwinding of the helical structure under an
external electric field. The rotational orientational biasing of the carbonyl groups around the long molecular
axis is confirmed by the spectral data. The analysis of IR dichroic data for the field induced SmC* phase is
used to determine the rotational orientational distributions for the carbonyl groups.

PACS number~s!: 42.70.Df, 61.30.Gd, 77.80.2e, 78.30.2j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and properties of ferrielectric phases wh
can exist in the temperature range between the antiferroe
tric SmCA* and ferroelectric SmC* phases for chiral smecti
antiferroelectric liquid crystals~AFLCs! are extensively
studied and discussed@1–5#. A possible general sequence
ferri-phases can be as follows:-SmCA*-spr3-SmCg* -spr2-AF-
spr1-SmC*-, however, some of the phases may not exist i
particular AFLC material@3,5#. Designations spr1, spr2, an
spr3 are related to the subphase regions in the temper
intervals between SmC* and AF, AF and SmCg* , SmCg* , and
SmCA* phases, respectively.

Strictly speaking, the phase identification has to be d
in the absence of an external electric field as an applica
of a field can destroy a delicate energy balance between
roelectricity and antiferroelectricity and therefore som
phases can disappear or arise. Recently, the existence o
ferrielectric phases labeled Fi1 and Fi2 with three-layer a
four-layer periodicity of the structure, respectively, was
rectly confirmed at zero electric field for an AFLC mater
using a non-destructive technique of resonant x-ray sca
ing @4#. The phases Fi1 and Fi2 can be identified with t
phases SmCg* and AF, respectively@2,5,6#.

However, for a helical structure at zero field in a cell wi
planar homogeneous configuration, all phases appear t
similar on analysis using a majority of techniques that
commonly used to study AFLCs. That is why an elect
field is usually applied to an AFLC sample to distinguish a
identify the various phases through their characteristic fi

*Corresponding author. Electronic address: jvij@tcd.ie
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dependencies of conoscopic figures, electro-optical pro
ties, etc., with a range of techniques. Some ferrielectric s
phases in regions spr1, spr2, or spr3 have been observe
a number of AFLC compounds@2,3,5#, but most of them
have yet not been investigated using resonant x-ray sca
ing. In the absence of such studies, it is desirable to inve
gate these phases using a variety of other techniques.

The existence of a ferrielectric subphase~labeled in Ref.
@2# as a FiLC subphase! in the temperature range betwee
AF and SmC* phases, i.e., in the subphase region spr1 for
AFLC material~R!-12OF1M7 was evidenced by conoscop
apparent tilt angle, dielectric spectroscopy, and macrosc
polarization investigations@2#. In the present work we ana
lyze a homogeneously aligned cell of this material in t
FiLC subphase using polarized Fourier transform infra
~FTIR! spectroscopy. This technique is extremely versa
for investigating the anisotropic structures of polymers@7,8#,
Langmuir-Blodgett films@9#, liquid crystals @10–15#, and
other organic materials. From the analysis of IR dichrois
the biased rotation of the carbonyl groups around the lo
molecular axis in ferroelectric liquid crystals~FLCs! has re-
cently been observed@12–14#. This is an extremely impor-
tant finding as this confirms the prediction made from sy
metry considerations by Meyer@16# and provides the
microscopic basis of the spontaneous polarization in FLC

In this paper we analyze the polarization dependence
the absorbance for several characteristic bands during
different stages of helix unwinding in the sample under
external electric field. We interpret the observed IR dichr
behavior in terms of the molecular structure and the mole
lar orientational distribution function. We also correlate t
spectral results with the data on the macroscopic spont
ous polarization and the optical apparent tilt angle.
2269 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENT

The structural formula of (R)-12OF1M7, synthesized in Hull, U.K., and its phase sequence determined from dielectr
macroscopic polarization measurements upon cooling@2# is as follows:

SmCA* ~78.3 °C! SmCg* ~83.5 °C! AF ~85 °C! FiLC ~90 °C!SmC* ~93 °C! SmA* ~105.7 °C! Iso.
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We investigate a homogeneously aligned sample of
material in the FiLC subphase. The sample was prepa
between two optically polished ZnSe substrates~27 mm in
diameter and 1 mm thickness! transparent to both visible an
IR. The substrates were coated with a thin conducting la
of indium tin oxide ~ITO! and a thin nylon 6,6 layer spin
coated over ITO electrode and then rubbed in one direc
to orient the sample. The cell thickness of 6mm was ob-
tained using Mylar film spacers. The homogeneity of the c
thickness was confirmed by the presence of an interfere
pattern in the transmittance spectrum of an empty cell. T
material in its isotropic phase was filled in the cell using t
capillary effect. The filled cell was fitted into a speci
sample holder designed for optical measurements@17#. The
cell temperature was held constant within an accuracy
60.1 °C, using a temperature controller. The quality of alig
ment and the apparent tilt angle of the director in the c
were determined using optical polarizing microscopy.
chevron structure appearing in the sample after cooling fr
the SmA* phase to the SmC* phase was transformed to
striped-bookshelf structure by an application of a sufficien
large electric field within the SmC* phase.

The voltage dependence of the macroscopic spontan
polarizationP* for the same cell was measured at tempe
tures from 80 to 90 °C using a square wave@2# of frequency
22 Hz and amplitude up to 20 V. This confirms the existen
of the FiLC subphase in the sample at 85 °C. Prior to
spectral recording, the cell was subjected to ac voltage
kHz, and amplitude gradually reduced from 60 to 0 V to
establish an equilibrium state of the helical structure with
optical apparent tilt angle;0°.

Spectral measurements in the wavenumber range 65
4000 cm21 with a resolution of 2 cm21 were made using a
Bio-Rad FTS-60A spectrometer equipped with a MCT det
tor and a wire grid polarizer. The transmission method at
normal incidence of IR radiation to the cell was used.
averaging of eight scans was used to obtain an approp
signal-to-noise ratio greater than 500. A schematic repre
tation of the laboratory and molecular coordinate system
shown in Fig. 1. The angles used to describe the orienta
of the molecules, transition moments and the electric ve
of polarized IR radiation are explained in the caption to F
1. The notations of angles, wherever possible, are simila
those adopted by Janget al. @14#. Spectral measurements fo
the FiLC subphase at 85 °C were carried out for the dc v
age across the cell varied from 0 to 10 V with a regular s
of 0.5 V. For a fixed voltage, spectra were measured for a
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of angles of polarizer rotation about an axis parallel to the
radiation propagation direction. Additional spectral measu
ments were made for dc voltages of 12 and 20 V of b
polarities to ensure that a complete helical unwinding in
cell was achieved. To find the smectic layer normal for t
SmA* phase~parallel to the rubbing direction in the cell!, the
polarized spectra for the sample in this phase at a temp
ture of 95 °C were measured atU50 V.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Macroscopic polarization vs voltage

The normalized macroscopic polarizationP* /PS , vs ap-
plied voltageUA for the sample at 85 °C is shown in Fig. 2
This voltage dependence ofP* /PS for the studied sample is
typical of the FiLC subphase@2#. The voltage region where
P* /PS increases with voltage consists of three parts: t
parts with almost linear increases and a final part of a n

FIG. 1. The schematic of the laboratory and the molecular
ordinate systems.~X,Y,Z! is the laboratory system:~Y,Z! plane is
parallel to the surface of ZnSe substrates with ITO electrodes fo
ing the cell,Z axis is parallel to the rubbing direction,X axis is
along the IR radiation propagation direction;V is the angle between
Z axis and the electric vectorEIR of polarized IR radiation. The
smectic layer normal is parallel toZ axis for an ideal bookshelf
structure. (XT ,YT ,ZT) is the molecular system:ZT is parallel to the
molecular long axis with polar angleQ with respect toZ axis and
the azimuthal anglew; the plane (YT ,ZT) is parallel to the tilt plane.
The transition momentM of a certain vibration is characterized b
its polar angleb with respect to the molecular long axis and th
azimuthal angleg measured from the normal to the tilt plane.
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PRE 62 2271FERRIELECTRIC LIQUID CRYSTAL SUBPHASE . . .
linear increase. For low voltages, 0 V,UA,1.5 V, P* /PS
increases rapidly with voltage and reaches a value of 0.55
UA51.5 V. This corresponds to a rapid helix distortion
the ferrielectric subphase. For higher voltages, 1.5 V,UA
,5.5 V, a rate of increase inP* /PS is lower in comparison
with that for lower voltages. The macroscopic polarizati
reaches a saturation valuePS , for UA>8 V, which corre-
sponds to unwound ferroelectric SmC* phase. It is possible
to suppose that with voltage increasing from;2 to ;8 V for
a 6 mm cell, an almost continuous phase transition betw
subphases is induced by an applied electric field.

B. Polarized IR spectra and absorbance profiles

We discuss the dichroic properties of the sample for fi
absorption bands given in Table I. The stretching vibratio
of the C atoms of the phenyl ring, the CvO group within the
core~the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl group!, the CvO group attached
close to the chiral center~the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl group!, and
the methylene groups are considered.

The examples of the baseline corrected polarized IR sp
tra in the wavenumber regions of the main interest are gi
in Fig. 3. The peak absorbanceA defined as the difference i
the absorbance at a band maximum and at a baseline l
was determined using a standard Perkin Elmer Grams
search package. For curve fitting, the Gaussian function
used to approximate the partly overlapping carbonyl band

FIG. 2. Normalized macroscopic polarization,P* /Ps , vs the
bias voltage for a 6mm cell of ~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C. Lines inter-
connect adjacent points.

TABLE I. Assignment@18# for the absorption bands. Angle
V0(0 V) and angular shifts of the absorbance profilesDV0(10 V)
for the various bands for the sample at 85 °C.

Wave number
~cm21! Vibrations V0(0 V) DV0(10 V)

1604 Phenyl ring C—C
stretching

20.71° 218.72°

1722 CvO ~chiral part!
stretching

88.95° 215.01°

1747 CvC ~core part!
stretching

20.32° 299.52°

2927 CH2 asymmetric
stretching

89.1° 217.24°
or
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1722 and 1747 cm21, the Lorentzian function was used fo
the other bands studied.

Polar plots of the absorbance profiles for several bands
the equilibrium, distorted and unwound states of a heli
structure are shown in Fig. 4. The polarization dependenc
the absorbance for a certain band can be described by
equation@14,19,20# written in the form@19#

A~V!52 log10@102Ai1~102A'2102Ai!sin2~V2V0!#,
~1!

V is the angle between theZ axis and the polarization direc
tion of IR radiation, the anglesV0 andV0190° correspond
to the maximal (Ai) and minimal (A') values of the peak
absorbance. To determineAi , A' , andV0 for a given ab-
sorbance profile, Eq.~1! is fitted to the experimental data. I
the experiment,V was set to 0° for the angle of polarize
rotation for which the maximum peak absorbance for
phenyl band at 1604 cm21 is observed in the SmA* phase.

The anglesV0(0 V) for U50 V and the angular shifts o
the profiles forU510 V are given in Table I for the variou
bands. The voltage dependencies of the angleV0 , normal-
ized angular shift DV0(U)/DV0S , dichroic ratio R
5Ai /A' , and absorbenciesAi and A' are shown in Figs.
5–8, respectively. The angular shift of the absorbance pro
for voltage U,DV0(U), is defined asDV0(U)5V0(U)
2V0(0 V). For the saturated angular shift,DV0S , we use
DV0S5DV0(10 V). These IR dichroic parameters of th
sample change with voltage in the range 0–9 V; no cha
for voltages in the range 9 to 20 V is observed. We fou
that a field of;1.5 V/mm across the cell is just sufficient t
unwind a helical structure.

IV. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Absorbance parameters

1. A helical structure

For the model of an ideal bookshelf structure, the sme
layer normal coincides with the rubbing direction. Comp
nents of a transition moment vectorM in the laboratory co-
ordinate systemMX ,MY ,MZ , can be written in terms of its

FIG. 3. Polarized spectra of a 6mm cell of ~R!-12OF1M7
~85 °C, U50 V! after base line correction:~a! region of the meth-
ylene~2855, 2927 cm21! and methyl~2872, 2958 cm21! bands,~b!
region of the carbonyl~1722, 1747 cm21!, and phenyl~1604 cm21!
bands. Electric vector of polarized IR radiation is parallel~dashed
line! and perpendicular~solid line! to the rubbing direction.
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2272 PRE 62SIGAREV, VIJ, PANARIN, AND GOODBY
modulusuM u and the anglesQ, w, b, andg ~see Fig. 1! which
describe the orientations of the molecular long axis and
transition moment as follows:

MX5uM u~cosb sinQ cosw1sinb sing cosQ cosw

1sinb cosg sinw!, ~2!

MY5uM u~cosb sinQ sinw1sinb sing cosQ sinw

2sinb cosg cosw!, ~3!

MZ5uM u~cosb cosQ2sinb sing sinQ!, ~4!

For a certain absorption band, the polarization dep
dence of the absorbance in the~Y,Z! plane perpendicular to

FIG. 4. The effect of dc electric field on the absorbance profi
for the phenyl~d!, ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl ~h!, ‘‘core’’ carbonyl ~n!,
and methylene~.! bands for a 6mm cell of ~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C.
Polar plots ofA(V) for the voltage across the cell 0 V~a!, 4 V ~b!,
10 V ~c!. Signs of experimental points and wave numbers~cm21! of
the respective bands are shown in insets. Curves are fits of equ
~1! to experimental data.
e

-

the IR radiation propagation direction can be expressed
terms of the following absorbances@7,14#:

AY5k^MYMY&, AZ5k^MZMZ&, AYZ5k^MYMZ&,
~5!

where the normalizing coefficientk is a constant. The absor
bances~5! can be obtained by averaging over all possib
orientations of the individual transition moments in th
sample using formulas~2!–~4!.

For a certain absorbance profileA(V), dichroic ratioR is
defined asR5Ai /A' . Dichroic ratioRZ,Y is given by a ratio
of the absorbancesAZ andAY obtained for the electric vecto
of polarized radiation parallel to theZ and Y axes, respec-
tively. To calculateRZ,Y for the sample with an ideal helix
and negligibly small molecular fluctuations in the tilt plan
the following model of molecular orientation can be use
The tilt angleQ is constant for all the molecules, the mo
ecules are uniformly distributed with the azimuthal anglew.
For a certain vibration,b is constant for all the molecule
and the transition moments are uniformly distributed in t
azimuthal angleg. The latter corresponds to the free rotatio
of molecules around their long axes. For such a model
following expression@7# is derived:

RZ,Y5
AZ

AY
5

4 cos2 Q cos2 b12 sin2 Q sin2 b

2 sin2 Q cos2 b1cos2 Q sin2 b1sin2 b
.

~6!

2. An unwound structure

We consider the field induced SmC* phase where the
smectic layer structure is of bookshelf type and the heli
structure is electrically unwound. We suppose the therm
fluctuations in the azimuthal anglew ~the Goldstone mode!
to be suppressed. So it is possible to assumew590° for all

s

ion

FIG. 5. Variation of the angleV0 for the phenyl~d!, ‘‘chiral’’
carbonyl ~j!, ‘‘core’’ carbonyl ~m!, and methylene~* , ,! bands
with voltage for a 6mm cell of ~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C. Signs of
experimental points and wave numbers~cm21! of respective bands
are shown in the inset.
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molecules, i.e., the plane (YT ,ZT) coincides with the plane
~Y,Z! ~see Fig. 1!. In this caseAY , AZ , and AYZ can be
expressed in terms of the anglesQ, b, g using formulas
~2!–~5! as in Ref.@14#:

AZ5k$cos2 b^cos2 Q&22 sinb cosb^sinQ cosQ&^sing&

1sin2 b^sin2 Q&^sin2 g&%, ~7!

AY5k$cos2 b^sin2 Q&12 sinb cosb^sinQ cosQ&^sing&

1sin2 b^cos2 Q&^sin2 g&%, ~8!

AYZ5k$^sinQ cosQ&~cos2 b2sin2 b^sin2 g&!

1sinb cosb~^cos2 Q&2^sin2 Q&!^sing&%. ~9!

This analysis enables us to take into account the mole
lar orientational distribution in the tilt angleQ. We consider
the polar angles for the vibrational transition moments of
phenyl bandb1604, the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl bandb1722, and
the ‘‘core’’carbonyl bandb1747, to have definite values fo
all molecules in the sample in accordance with the molec
structure.

The absorbances~5! are related toV0 , Ai , andA'of an
absorbance profile@see Eq.~1!# by the following equations
@14,20#:

FIG. 6. ~a! Normalized angular shift of the absorbance profi
DV0(U)/DV0S, vs applied dc voltage for the phenyl~d!, ‘‘chiral’’
carbonyl~j!, and methylene~* , ,! bands.~b! A part of the plot~a!
on a large scale. Sample: a 6mm cell of ~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C.
Signs of experimental points and wave numbers~cm21! of respec-
tive bands are shown in insets.
u-

e

r

AY5A' cos2 V01Ai sin2 V0 , ~10!

AZ5A' sin2 V01Ai cos2 V0 , ~11!

AYZ5~A'2Ai!sinV0 cosV0 . ~12!

Azimuthal distributions of the phenyl and the carbonyl tra

,

FIG. 7. Dichroic ratio,R5Ai /A' , vs applied dc voltage~a! for
the phenyl band~d!, ~b! for the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl ~j!, ‘‘core’’
carbonyl~m!, and methylene~* , .! bands. Sample: a 6mm cell of
~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C. Signs of experimental points and wa
numbers~cm21! of respective bands are shown in insets.

FIG. 8. Voltage dependences ofAi and A' for the phenyl~d,
s!, ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl ~j, h!, and ‘‘core’’ carbonyl~., ,! bands
at 1604, 1722, and 1747 cm21, respectively. Sample: a 6mm cell of
~R!-12OF1M7 at 85 °C.
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sition moments around the long molecular axis can be
proximated by functionf (g) with two Fourier components
@14#

f ~g!51/~2p!1a1 cos~g2g0!1a2 cos 2~g2g0!,
~13!

g0 is the angle of biasing, coefficientsa1 and a2 show the
degree of polar and quadrupolar biasing, respectively.
f (g), the mean values of̂sing& and ^sin2 g& used in Eqs.
~6!–~8! are as follows:

^sing&5a1p sing0 ,^sin2 g&5~ 1
2 !~12pa2 cos 2g0!.

~14!

As a model of an ideal unwound structure with an ord
parameter of unity, it is possible to consider a perfect ax
orientation where the long axes of all molecules are para
to each other and the molecules possess a rotational de
of freedom around their long axes. For a band with the po
angleb of its transition moment, the dichroic ratioR is found
from the following equation@7#:

R5Ai /A'52 cot2 b. ~15!

B. Molecular structure

To find b of transition moments for the various bands, t
structure of the compound~R!-12OF1M7 was analyzed usin
a standard molecular modeling package. It is seen that
central core and the terminal alkyl chains form a bent str
ture of a zig-zag molecular shape typical for many chi
FLCs @21#. It is also possible to see that an ester linka
between the aromatic rings induces some bending in
core. The para-axes of the phenyl and biphenyl segm
make an angle of;10° with each other and angles of;12°–
15° with the long molecular axis~called the ‘‘mass’’ axis
@21#!. For the phenyl ring C—C in-plane stretching vibra
tions at 1604 cm21, the transition moment will lie along the
para-axis of respective phenyl ring@12,22#. For simplicity,
we carry out calculations in Sec. V D by considering an
fective transition moment for the phenyl ring vibrations
1604 cm21 with a polar angleb1604512°.

The planes of the phenyl and biphenyl segments make
angle of ;60° with each other. The carbonyl bond of th
‘‘chiral’’ C vO group is found to be oriented in the plane
the phenyl ring and makes an angle of;76° with respect to
the long molecular axis. The ‘‘core’’ carbonyl bond lies a
proximately in the biphenyl plane and makes an angle
;68° with respect to the long molecular axis. The transit
moment of the CvO stretching vibrations can make an ang
from 10° to 20° with the carbonyl bond@7,23#. The transition
moments of the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vib
tions of CH2 groups at 2855 and 2927 cm21, respectively,
are almost normal to the axis of an aliphatic chain@7#.

V. DISCUSSION

A. DV0 vs dc voltage for the phenyl, ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl, and
methylene bands

For the initial helical and final unwound structures, t
orientations of the absorbance profiles for all bands, exc
p-
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the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl band, are typical of FLCs@12–14#. For
U50 V, we obtainV0>0° for the phenyl band. This im-
plies that the large axis of the phenyl profile is almost par
lel to the rubbing direction@see Fig. 4~a!#. For the ‘‘chiral’’
carbonyl band and both methylene bands,V0>90°. The re-
sults for the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl band are discussed in Sec. V

For an unwound structure atU510 V, the phenyl profile
is rotated by a molecular apparent tilt angle of;19°. This
angle is close to the optical tilt angle;20°, determined using
polarizing microscopy. The large axes of the profiles for t
bands at 1604, 1722, 2855, and 2927 cm21 are rotated in the
same direction, the sense of which is dependent on the
larity of the dc voltage. The angular shifts of these profi
achieve saturated values in the range of;15°–19°, depend-
ing on the band, for a voltage of;9 V @see Figs. 4~c!, 5, and
Table II#. The observed asymmetry of the profiles for t
carbonyl and methylene bands with respect to the major
of the phenyl profile is a consequence of the biased rota
of molecules around their long axes@12#.

Three characteristic regions with considerably differe
rates of increase inDV0 /DV0S with voltage are seen in Fig
6. For the region 0,U,2.5 V, a rapid increase in
DV0 /DV0S with voltage is observed for the various band
This corresponds to a rapid deformation of a ferroelec
helix under increasing external electric field. For the ban
exhibiting higher dichroism~1604, 1722, 2855, and 292
cm21!, the values ofDV0(U)/DV0S are approximately the
same. ForU52.5 V, the angular shifts are about 80–85 %
the respective maximum valuesDV0S .

There are however some differences for these bands in
higher voltage region@see Fig. 6~b!#. For the phenyl and the
two methylene bands, there is an increase inDV0(U)/DV0S
with voltage in the range 2.5–3.5 V followed by almost
constant dependence in the range 3.5–7.5 V. But for
‘‘chiral’’ C v0 band, the angular shift of the profile exhibi
almost linear increase with voltage in the range 2.5 to 7.5
The rate of the angular shift increase for this range is c
siderably lower than for the range 0–2.5 V. For a range
7.5–9 V, a somewhat higher rate of increase
DV0(U)/DV0S with voltage, than for 2.5–7.5 V, is ob
served for all absorption bands.

It is important to note that the voltage dependence
DV0 /DV0S for the band at 1722 cm21 is qualitatively simi-
lar to that of P* /PS given in Fig. 2. Both plots consist o
three parts with considerably different slopes. These p
correspond to different stages and rates of change of
molecular orientational distribution function due to the fie
induced helix unwinding. The observed similarity can ar
from the head-and-tail equivalence of the molecules in
FLC sample, the properties of the molecular orientatio
distribution and the molecular structure. In particular, t
orientations of the vibrational transition moment and the
pole moment of the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO group in a molecule are
of great importance. This result confirms that the mac
scopic spontaneous polarization in the sample is cau
mainly by the orientational ordering of the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO
groups.

These results and the previous results on dielectric
sponse@2# show that for the FiLC subphase, the electrica
induced rapid angular shift of the IR absorbance profiles
the various bands with voltage in the low voltage range c
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responds to a rapid distortion of a ferroelectric helix. T
following slow angular shift of the profiles with voltage co
responds presumably to an almost continuous phase tr
tion to the field induced SmC* phase through some interme
diate subphases.

B. Dichroic behavior of the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl band

The band at 1747 cm21 has unusual dichroic propertie
different from those of the other bands considered. This b
possesses low dichroism, 1,R1747,1.2 ~Fig. 7!. Hence the
polar plot of its absorbance profile is close to a circle~Fig.
4!. The dependence ofV0 on voltage for this band is uniqu
~see Fig. 5!. For helical and distorted helical structures
voltages in the range 0 to 3 V, the angleV0 for this band
does not differ significantly from that for the phenyl ban
But for a strongly distorted helix, a voltage increase from
to 3.5 V causes an abrupt change inV0 for this band. For
U.6 V, the polarization direction corresponding to max
mum absorbance for this band is approximately perpend
lar to that forU50 V.

The dichroic behavior of the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl band show
that b1747 is close to a critical value of the polar angle
54.44°, for which the dichroic ratio is equal to 1 for th
models of both the helical@Eq. ~6!# and unwound structure
@Eq. ~15!#. This conclusion is supported by the results to
discussed in Sec. V D.

C. R vs dc voltage

The dependencies ofR, Ai , andA' on dc voltage for the
various bands are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.R for the phenyl
band,R1604, changes in the range 4 to 5 and is 3 to 4 tim
higher than for the other four bands. Such a difference iR
for the various bands is connected with the difference in
polar anglesb of the respective transition moments. Sin
the transition moment of the phenyl ring C-C vibration
1604 cm21 is approximately parallel to the long molecul
axis, it is possible to considerV0 and R1604 for the phenyl
band as the parameters characterizing the direction and
degree of preferable orientation of molecules, respective

Experimental values ofR1604 for the sample are found to
be considerably lower than estimated using Eqs.~6! and~15!
for Q520° andb1604515° for both the helical and the un
wound states. This discrepancy shows that the order pa
eter is less than 1. Figure 7 shows marked different dep
dencies ofR1604on voltage for five voltage regions. In regio
1 (0 V,U,2 V), rather small changes inR, Ai , andA' are
observed for all bands. In region 2 (2 V,U,2.5 V), R1604
and R1747 increase by 25 and 10 %, respectively, where
R1722 shows a 10% decrease. The increase inR1604 occurs
mainly due to a decrease inA' whereas an increase inAi is
relatively small ~Fig. 8!. In region 3 (2.5 V,U
,5 V), R1604 is maximal and displays a small gradual i
crease in the 3.5 to 5 V range. In this region,R1722 andR1747
display variations opposite to those observed for these ba
in region 2.

Several effects accompanying the helix distortion c
contribute to a change inR1604. Preferable orientating of the
molecules parallel to substrates at a certain tilt angle with
smectic layer normal causes an increase inR1604. The pres-
ence of the substrate-adjacent layers with preferable orie
si-
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tion of the molecules remaining along the rubbing directi
@24,25# contributes to a decrease inR1604. The structure
transformation from ferrielectric to ferroelectric phase c
also influenceR1604.

From results for regions 1–3~Fig. 7!, we conclude that
the electrically induced distortion of the helical structure
accompanied with marked and discontinuous changes inR,
Ai , A' , andV0 for the phenyl and two carbonyl bands. F
the methylene bands, however, changes inR are not so pro-
nounced. This shows that the degree of ordering for the
drocarbon tails is lower than for the molecular long ax
because of a bent molecular shape.

Results for region 4 (5 V,U,8 V), are quite interest-
ing. For a given sample,U>5 V is considered to be a thresh
old voltage exceeding which, a gradual decrease inR1604
with voltage is observed. This is accompanied with both
decrease inAi and an increase inA' . A lower decrease inR
with voltage occurs for the methylene bands. On the c
trary, for both carbonyl bands, a resultant increase inR with
voltage is observed. Saturated values ofR, Ai , andA' are
reached forU>8 V for the various bands. In particula
R1722 is maximal for U.8 V. It means that the degree o
preferable orientation of the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO groups in the
sample is maximum for the electrically unwound helix due
the polar interactions of CvO dipole moments with externa
electric field. It is important to note that there is no change
V0 for the phenyl band for the region 5–7.5 V~Fig. 6!. It
means that the direction of preferable orientation of the m
ecules in the~Y,Z! plane remains the same but the degree
molecular ordering decreases. In region 5 (8 V,U
,10 V), values ofR, Ai , and A' remains constant for al
bands.

We explain that a decrease inR1604 for the range 5 to 8 V
is due to an electrically induced increase in the area for h
zontal chevron structure at the expense of the area for v
cal chevron structure within the stripes in the sample as
scribed in Ref.@26#. A ferroelectric liquid crystal cell with a
striped texture contains areas of both chevron and books
within the stripes~zig-zag walls! and an application of rea
sonable dc voltage to a cell can induce a change in the la
structure from vertical chevron to horizontal chevron@26#.
Using a polarizing microscope, we observed the appeara
of more distinct stripe texture in form of defect lines paral
to the rubbing direction forU.8 V, compared to that for
U,5 V. These are presumably caused by such struct
transformation.

The decrease inR1604 due to the transformation of th
layer structure from vertical chevron to striped booksh
~horizontal chevron! is explained in Fig. 9. For an unwoun
structure, we consider all molecules to lie parallel to t
substrate surface. For the vertical chevron structure@Figs.
9~a! and 9~b!#, the layers are tilted with respect to the su
strates, the molecules make a switching anglea,Q0 ~Q0 is
the molecular tilt angle in a smectic layer! with Z axis, in
accordance with the orientation of the respective FLC con
On average, the molecules are parallel to each other and
results in the maximal value ofR1604. For the striped-
bookshelf structure@Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!# the smectic layers
are normal to the substrates and undulated in the~Y,Z! plane.
The smectic layer normal is turned alternatively with resp
to the rubbing direction by an angle of2C or 1C for C and
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D parts of a stripe, respectively. As found@26,27#, C>d
5k1Q0 , whered is the smectic layer tilt angle for the chev
ron geometry andk1 is a constant less than 1. This gives
angle 2C between the directors for the molecules in adjac
parts of a stripe. ForCÞ0, R1604 will be lower than for the
vertical chevron structure.

For a striped-bookshelf structure, a resultant profileA(V)
with parametersV0 andR1604can be represented by equatio
A(V)5(1/2)$AC(V)1AD(V)% in terms of the phenyl pro-
files AC(V) andAD(V) for the bookshelf structure partsC
andD of a stripe, respectively@Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!#. For the
profiles AC(V) and AD(V), the maximal values of the ab
sorbance correspond to the polarization anglesV02C and
V01C, respectively, and the dichroic ratio may be cons
erably higher than for the resultant profileA(V), depending
on C. This model explains both a decrease inAi and an
increase inA' and a resultant decrease inR1604 with small
changes inV0 for the phenyl band, for an electrically in
duced transformation from chevron to striped bookshelf o
horizontal chevron within the stripes.

D. Rotational distribution function f „g…

We find the parameters for the azimuthal distribution~13!
of the CvO transition moments from the experimental spe
tral data for the unwound helical structure. For the phe
and two carbonyl bands, we consider two dichroic rat
RY,Z5AY /AZ and AYZ /AZ , expressed as functions of th
anglesQ, b, andg using Eqs.~7!–~9!. Note that these equa

FIG. 9. A schematic illustration of the smectic layer structu
for chevron~a! and striped-bookshelf~b! in the coordinate system
~X,Y,Z! related to the cell:X axis is normal to the substrates,Z axis
is parallel to the rubbing direction. The coordinate syste
(XA ,YA ,ZA) and (XB ,YB ,ZB) are related to the partsA andB of
the chevron structure, respectively,~a!: ZA andZB axes are the laye
normal for the partsA and B, respectively,YA and YB axes are
parallel to Y axis. The coordinate systems (XC ,YC ,ZC) and
(XD ,YD ,ZD) are related to the partsC and D of a stripe, respec-
tively ~c!: ZC andZD axes are the layer normal for the partsC and
D, respectively,XC andXD axes are parallel to theX axis. A pref-
erable orientation of the molecules in the~Y,Z! plane for an electri-
cally unwound helical structure (1U) for chevron~b! and striped-
bookshelf~d!. The anglesa, d, Q0 , andC are described in the text
t

-

a

-
l
s

tions can also be used for a striped-bookshelf geometry s
the molecular tilt planes are parallel to the~Y,Z! plane for
both parts of a stripe. The molecular orientational distrib
tion in the angleQ due to the tilt of the smectic layer norma
with respect to the rubbing direction by angles1C or 2C
and due to the thermal fluctuations in the tilt plane is tak
into account in terms of̂cos2 Q& and^sinQ cosQ&. The an-
gular biasing parametersg0 for the various bands are as
sumed to be dependent on the molecular structure of
material. Since the molecular core is sufficiently rigid, t
coefficientsa1 and a2 characterizing the degree of biasin
are taken to be the same for the vibrations being conside
In the fitting procedures we use numerical values forAY /AZ
and AYZ /AZ obtained from experimental data through Eq
~10!–~12!, on usingV0 , Ai , andA' for the respective band
for U510 V.

The procedure developed in Refs.@14,15# for obtaining
the rotational distributions for CvO groups includes the de
termination of a coefficientk used in Eqs.~7!–~9! from the
spectral data for the SmA* phase. The analysis of ratio
AY /AZ andAYZ /AZ enables us to eliminatek and therefore
the spectral data for the SmA* phase is not required. Thi
approach is substantiated since the values ofb for the SmA*
phase may be different from those for a tilted phase due
possible dependence of the molecular conformation on t
perature@28#.

To a first approximation,b1604 is taken to be zero. The
initial values forb1722 and b1747 are obtained from the ex
perimental data for the two carbonyl bands using Eqs.~7!–
~12! and on assuming a negligible quadrupolar biasing. T
latter meansa250 in relations~13! and ~14!. Values for
^cos2 Q& and ^sinQ cosQ& are determined fromAY /AZ and
AYZ /AZ for the phenyl band using Eqs.~7!–~12!. The values
b1722566.8° andb1747557.3° determined from this analysi
are reasonably close to 60°, a polar angle of a carbonyl b
with respect to adjacent phenyl ring reported for seve
ether compounds@14#. Then,b, g0 , a1 , a2 for the carbonyl
vibrations are varied to fit functionsAY /AZ andAYZ /AZ ex-
pressed through Eqs.~7!–~9! to the numerical values ob
tained from the experimental data using Eqs.~10!–~12!. The
results are given in Table II forb160450°.

We also determine the biasing parameters for CvO tran-
sition moments using an approximate valueb1604512° ob-
tained from an analysis of the molecular structure. Dur
the fitting procedure of ratiosAY /AZ and AYZ /AZ of the
carbonyl bands, we use almost the same values for^cos2 Q&
and ^sinQ cosQ& as used in the fitting procedure forb1604
50°. Values for these parameters are optimized using E

s

TABLE II. Parameters of CvO vibrational transition moments
for the ‘‘chiral’’ ~1722 cm21! and ‘‘core’’ ~1747 cm21! carbonyl
bands in the electric field induced SmC* phase at 85 °C.

b1604

Carbonyl
band bCvO ^sing& ^sin2 g& a1 a2 g0

0° 1722 cm21 66.8° 0.0436 0.499 0.02 0.01 43.8
0° 1747 cm21 57.6° 0.0234 0.488 0.02 0.01 21.8

12° 1722 cm21 66.2° 0.0361 0.503 0.015 0.009 51.8
12° 1747 cm21 57.4° 0.0215 0.49 0.015 0.009 27.9
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~7!–~12! for the phenyl band, taking into account the biasi
parameters obtained for both carbonyl bands in the prev
case (b160450°) and the analysis of torsion angles for va
ous segments of the molecular core. The results are show
Table II for b1604512°.

The valuesb1722566.2°60.6° and b1747557.4°60.2°
found from the fitting procedure are approximately 10° low
than the polar angles of the respective CvO bonds in a
molecule. This agrees with a reported angle between
transition moment and the chemical bond for a carbo
group @7,23#. Note that the determinedb1747 is ;3° higher
than a critical polar angle for which dichroic ratio is unity
Eqs.~6! and~15!. This agrees with the results of the dichro
behavior of the ‘‘core’’ CvO band reported in Sec. III D.

Figure 10 showsf (g) for the transition moment of the
‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl band for the fitting parameters from Tab
II. For the approximations used,b160450° andb1604512°,
two distributions f (g) are found to be close to each oth
though the most probable biasing anglesg0 are slightly dif-
ferent. Approximately the same rotational distribution fun
tion ~shifted by an azimuthal angle less than 20°! can be
expected for the directions of the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO bonds.

FIG. 10. Possible rotational distributionsf (g) of the transition
moment of CvO ~chiral part! stretching vibrations at 1722 cm21

for the 12OF1M7 sample in the electric field induced SmC* phase
at 85 °C. The curve of circles~1! and the solid curve~2! show f (g)
in a polar plot for the models ofbPh50° andbPh512°, respec-
tively, for the molecules with the ‘‘chiral’’ C8H17 tail oriented to-
ward the reader. For comparison, the functionf (g)51/(2p) for the
free rotation of a transition moment@a15a250 in Eq. ~13!# is
shown by the dashed curve~3!.
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On following the analysis developed in Refs.@12,14# it is
possible to show that the biasing in rotation of molecu
around their long axes satisfactorily explains the appeara
of the spontaneous polarization along the C2 symmetry axis
in the SmC* phase due to the head-and-tail equivalence
the molecules. It is important to note that for the stripe
bookshelf geometry with the electrically unwound structu
the C2 axes for both parts of a stripe are parallel to each ot
and are along the normal to the substrate, that is along
external electric field. Low values of the parametersa1 and
a2 for ~R!-12OBP1M7 reflect lower value of the macroscop
spontaneous polarization in the electrically induced Sm*
phase compared to materials studied in Refs.@14,15#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of polarized IR spectra, the followi
conclusions are drawn. The voltage dependence of the a
lar shift of the absorbance profile for the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO
band is found to be qualitatively similar to that of the ma
roscopic spontaneous polarization. The rate of the ang
shift of the profiles for the various bands with voltage r
flects the rate of change of the molecular orientational dis
bution function during the helix unwinding under electr
field. An initial rapid angular shift of the profiles shows
rapid distortion of a helix for the ferrielectric FiLC subphas
The following slow process of the angular shift of the pr
files corresponds presumably to an almost continuous ph
transition to the field induced SmC* phase through some
intermediate subphases.

Voltage dependent dichroic properties of the various
sorption bands are closely connected with both the po
angle of the respective transition moments with the mole
lar long axis and the structure of the sample. The analysi
dichroic ratiosAY /AZ and AYZ /AZ for the phenyl and car-
bonyl bands is used to find the orientational distributi
function and the polar angleb for the CvO transition mo-
ments for the field induced SmC* phase. The biased rota
tional motion of molecules around their long axes is co
firmed. The values ofb for the ‘‘chiral’’ and the ‘‘core’’
carbonyl bands are found to be 66.2°60.6° and 57.4°
60.2°, respectively.
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